?1. Introduction and general discussion. We are concerned in this paper with "first order topology" in the sense of [10] ; in particular with various ways in which one can assert that one topological space "satisfies the same sentences" (in a first order language) as another. Since both topological and model theoretic notions will be used extensively, we refer the reader to [7] and [12] for notation and terminology in the former arena and to [6] 
r.'s R and S, and a class a of spaces (i.e. close under homeomorphic copies) define "S is at least as expressive as R, relative to A" (in symbols R <? S) if for any X, Y E X, if S(X) and S(Y) are elementarily equivalent (S(X) _ S(Y)) then so are R(X) and R(Y). We write R < S to mean R <a S, where E is the class of all spaces. Given an f.o.r. R and two classes of spaces E and 3/, define "X is R-definable in 3/" (in symbols X<R M') if there is a sentence 0 in the language L(R) of R such that, for any Y E @', R(Y) # 0 iff Y E X. X is definable in 3'(? < @') if ?, <R IN for some R. We say Xis definable if a < @', where @' is the class of all spaces. EXPRESSIVE POWER IN FIRST ORDER TOPOLOGY 479
The following is a small collection of trivial facts concerning these relations. Let R and S be f.o.r.'s, whose lexions are L(R) and L(S) respectively; and assume for the moment no nonconstant function symbols are present. We form the join R v S in the following way. Let L consist of the disjoint union of L(R), L(S) and the two unary predicates UR and Us. This is the lexion for R v S; and, given a space X, the domain of (R v S)(X) is the disjoint union of the domains of R(X) and S(X), the interpretation of UR (resp. Us) is the domain of R(X) (resp. S(X)), and the interpretations of the symbols from L(R) and L(S) are given by the obvious inclusion maps into (R v S)(X). (iii) The class of basically disconnected spaces is not C-definable, via either a positive-universal or an existential sentence, in the class of Boolean spaces.
We now translate L(R)-and L(S)-formulas into L(R v S)-formulas in the obvious
2.14. REMARK. The spaces we use in (ii) above are those from 2.5; namely we let X (resp. Y) be the one-point compactification of a countable (resp. uncountable) discrete space. Isbell noted that in Z(Y) every atom is complemented, whereas in Z(X) the atom corresponding to the unique point at infinity of X is not complemented. This condition, when translated to Lpo, is far from positiveuniversal; in fact its quantifier prenex (when put in normal form) has three alternations, and its quantifier-free matrix has apparently essential negations. We do not know whether Z(X) _ 0 Z(Y), as MacIntyre's translation (see 2.2) translates the atomic formula x < y to an LR-formula with two quantifier alternations, and we do not know how to simplify this. 
is positive and H[ C*(X) is a homomorphic image of H[ C*(X), 0 is true there too; hence H[ C*(Y) # +. Since C*(Y) is a unitary subring of H[ C*(Y), we get C*(Y) # Now suppose X and Y are normal Tichonov and F(X) F( Y). Our construction will show how to get H[ C*(X) H'D C*(Y) from HD F(X) HD F(Y). Then to prove 2.13(ii) we use

